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NEW COLOUR RANGE
Dive into our brand new colour 
universe or pick your own customised 
shade with Colour by You
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GET A CLEANER LOOK
Now all our blinds are available  
with white side channels
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Producing 
high quality 
VELUX blinds 
for more than 
60 years.
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1
Designed and  
tested for daily life

All VELUX products are designed  
and tested for real life. Our blinds 
and shutters are rigorously tested by 
being opened and closed thousands of 
times and exposed to extreme weather 
conditions. We pull, tug, and squeeze the 
material to ensure your new blind retains 
its colour and shape through years of use. 
When we are happy with the design,  
our European factories start production.

2 
Easy to install and use 
VELUX blinds and shutters are tailor-made for your VELUX 
roof windows. This means they always fit perfectly and are 
easy to install – with no measuring or cutting. The elegant, slim 
frame design ensures a perfect looking result, making the 
blind almost invisible when not in use.

Why VELUX®?
Our blinds and shutters provide a perfect fit, 
long-lasting performance and beautiful designs 
for your VELUX roof windows.
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4 
For safety and  
sustainability

VELUX blinds have cordless designs to ensure  
safety in your home. And all our interior blinds are 
OEKO-TEX® certified and guaranteed free from 
harmful substances. VELUX anti-heat shutters have 
dual functionality by protecting your room from 
overheating while actively deterring break-ins. 

3 
Your colours  
for your home

Enjoy an extensive choice of blind and 
shutter types in all styles and colours. 
You can even create your own customised 
blind shade with our Colour by You 
collection. And for choice of side channels 
you can now get a clean all white look.
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From traditional loft spaces to modern kitchen extensions,  
the new VELUX blinds collection has an array of colours,  
designs and features that will suit any interior and room type. 

Discover  
our new modern  
collection

Developed in partnership with leading 
trend experts, our new blind collection 
includes an extensive variety of fabrics, 
colours and designs. In addition to our 
ready-made blinds, the Colour by You 
collection allows you to create bespoke 
coloured blinds to perfectly match  
your space.

The range includes roller blinds with flat 
fabrics, pleated blinds with textured 
fabric – perfect for open-plan extensions 
– and classic easy-to-clean Venetian 
blinds for en-suite loft bathrooms. VELUX 
classic blackout and duo blinds offer the 
ideal solution for bedrooms that need 
daylight screening during the day and 
darkness at night. 

Read more on page 25 or at  
veluxshop.ie/colour

Order free  
fabric samples at  

veluxshop.ie/samples 

 News 
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Clean all white look
VELUX blinds are available 
with high-quality side 
channels in your choice  
of either brushed or  
white-painted aluminium. 

Brushed aluminium works 
exceptionally well with our 
lacquered wood-finish roof 
windows while the white-
painted channels become 

almost invisible when paired  
with white VELUX roof 
windows. Further more, 
thanks to their UV-protection, 
the bright white will stay 
unaffected by sunlight.

The side channels are  
easy to install and designed  
to comple ment your VELUX 
roof windows beautifully.

Blackout or  
translucent blinds?
 

Blackout blinds will block any 
incoming light, making them a 
preferred choice for bedrooms 
and children’s rooms where 
darkness is needed for a good 
night’s sleep. 

Translucent blinds, allow  
a dimmed light to enter into 
the room while effectively 
preventing glare. Translucent 
blinds are suitable for many 
room types like living rooms, 
home offices and game rooms.

 News  

Aluminium

All white

  Translucent Blackout
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Combine products  
for optimal comfort  
Pair your blinds with  
external anti-heat  
shutters or blinds
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Choose an exterior  
product for heat 
protection
See more on page 40

Pick your interior  
blind for light  
dimming or blackout 
See more on page 16

Add an interior  
insect screen for  
further comfort
See more on page 45
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Select your  
level of comfort  
From manual  
to fully automated

 Manual operation
Simple hands-on solution 
Your manual VELUX blinds come with a clever and discreet  
control bar that lets you adjust the blind comfortably.

The blinds run smoothly and can be positioned anywhere  
on the roof window.
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Upgrade your electric or solar  
powered blinds and shutters with 
VELUX ACTIVE for smartphone 
control and automatic heat 
protection

 Fully automated
Let VELUX ACTIVE take care of your indoor climate
Adding VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO to your VELUX 
INTEGRA® roof windows, blinds or shutters connects your 
VELUX INTEGRA® products so your blinds, awnings and shutters 
can automatically shield your home from excessive heat. Control 
it all with the intuitive VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO app.

Read more on page 13  
or at velux.ie/integra or velux.ie/active

Enjoy seamless  
remote control with  
VELUX INTEGRA®  
electric or solar powered 
blinds and shutters

 Remote-controlled
Smarter controls with VELUX INTEGRA®

Simplify your home living with VELUX INTEGRA® electric  
or solar powered blinds and shutters. Both versions come  
with a ready-to-use wall switch for fast and easy installation  
and operation.

  Select solar powered VELUX INTEGRA® blinds and 
shutters for your manual or solar powered VELUX roof 
window. Installation is easy with no need to run cables.

  Select mains powered VELUX INTEGRA® blinds and 
shutters for your mains powered VELUX INTEGRA®  
roof windows. 
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VELUX ACTIVE  
starter pack 

KIX 300 – €250.00

Everything you need to get 
started. Pack includes indoor 
climate sensor, departure  
switch and gateway.

Everyday home  
improvement with  
VELUX ACTIVE
Upgrade to a home that automatically improves your indoor climate  
and lets you control everything with a simple tap on your smartphone. 

Read more at velux.ie/active

Sensor-based 
control
 
VELUX ACTIVE 
continuously measures 
the room temperature, 
humidity and CO2 level 
and opens VELUX 
INTEGRA® roof 
windows, blinds  
and shutters.

Proactive heat 
protection
 
Based on the weather 
fore cast VELUX 
ACTIVE closes the 
VELUX INTEGRA® 
exterior anti-heat 
shutters and blinds 
before the room 
overheats.

Daily ventilation

 
Automatic ventilation 
ensures a fresh, healthy 
indoor climate. The 
rain sensor closes the 
windows automatically 
when it rains.

App control

 
You can operate  
your VELUX products 
from the existing 
wall switch, on your 
smartphone, or even  
by voice commands.

Departure switch

 
Allows you to quickly 
close all your VELUX 
INTEGRA® roof 
windows when leaving 
your home.
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We spend  

90%  
of our time 
indoors

VELUX exterior 
heat protection 
products reduce 
heat by up to  

85% 
Daylight can 
improve your 
children’s learning 
ability by up to

15%
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Give your interiors a fresh update, add a splash  
of colour – or change the function of your room  
with new blinds for your VELUX roof windows.  
Only genuine VELUX blinds fit your VELUX roof 
windows perfectly – both new and old.
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Installation of your  
genuine VELUX blinds  
is easier than you think

Install your  
VELUX blinds  
in 15 minutes
Installing VELUX blinds requires no measuring, 
trimming, cutting or extra tools. They are 
made for a perfect fit, and everything you 
need is included in the box.   

No need  
to measure

You can find your roof window’s type and  
size on the window frame – see how on page 
50. Then you can be sure that your new blind 
fits your roof window perfectly without 
having to take any measurements.

No need to  
cut or trim  
– just click on
Your VELUX roof windows have pre-installed 
brackets for your blinds. Simply click  
on the VELUX blind and add the pre-fitted 
side channels.

Easily replace  
your old blinds

It is straightforward to replace old blinds  
with new ones from VELUX. You can  
still order blinds that fit almost every 
generation of VELUX roof window. 
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Do you need blackout?
VELUX blackout blinds can help you create the perfect space  
for a good night’s sleep or a refreshing daytime nap. 

Do you need light dimming?
Increase privacy and control incoming daylight with our pleated,  
roller and venetian blind options.

Blackout energy pleated blind
Page 35

Blackout roller blind
Page 23

Duo blackout roller blind
Page 24

Translucent pleated blind
Page 33

Venetian blind
Page 37

Translucent roller blind
Page 21
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Do you need  
to keep insects out?
Enjoy fresh air without the 
unwanted visitors.

Do you need a blind for your  
flat roof window?
Select a blind to control light, heat or cold. 

Do you need heat control?
Protect your home from overheating with our exterior  
awning blinds or shutters.

Insect screen
Page 45

Flat roof window blinds
Page 46

Anti-heat blind
Page 43

Anti-heat blackout blind
Page 42

Anti-heat shutter
Page 41
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Set the scene  
for daytime  
living and restful 
nights with  
VELUX roller blinds
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Translucent roller blinds

Provides basic privacy whilst  
still allowing in natural light. 
Perfect for living rooms, offices 
and playrooms. 

• Available with white or brushed 
aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Available in manual, mains or solar 
powered operation

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

Combine with an 
exterior shutter or 

awning for effective 
heat protection.  

See page 40

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/RFL

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual  
operation,  
RFL

Standard €83.64 €86.10 €91.02 €95.94 €100.86 €103.32 €103.32 €105.78 €115.62 €140.22 €125.46 €135.30 €110.70 €132.84 €154.98

Trend €97.17 €99.63 €104.55 €109.47 €114.39 €116.85 €116.85 €119.31 €129.15 €153.75 €138.99 €148.83 €124.23 €146.37 €168.51

Electric 
Mains 
powered, 
RML  

Standard €178.35 €180.81 €185.73 €190.65 €195.57 €198.03 €198.03 €200.49 €210.33 €234.93 €220.17 €230.01 €205.41 €227.55 €249.69

Trend €191.88 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €209.10 €211.56 €211.56 €214.02 €223.86 €248.46 €233.70 €243.54 €218.94 €241.08 €263.22

Electric
Solar 
powered,  
RSL

Standard €186.96 €189.42 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €206.64 €206.64 €209.10 €218.94 €243.54 €228.78 €238.62 €214.02 €236.16 €258.30

Trend €200.49 €202.95 €207.87 €212.79 €217.71 €220.17 €220.17 €222.63 €232.47 €257.07 €242.31 €252.15 €227.55 €249.69 €271.83

V
ELU

X
 A

CTIV
E Com

patible

Price shown is incl. VAT

9050 41611086 1028

41674168

4163 4162

4169 4170

4165

4164

4171 4155

4166

4069

Standard colours

Trend colours
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Blackout roller blinds

Offers almost complete blackout 
for darkness anytime. Ideal for 
bedrooms to ensure a good 
night’s sleep. 

• Fabric offers complete blackout
• Available with white or brushed 

aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Available in manual, mains or solar 
powered operation

Combine with an 
exterior shutter or 

awning for effective 
heat protection.  

See page 40

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

1100 0705 1025

45774578

4559

4580 4581

Standard colours

Trend colours

4579

1085

4574

4575

4564

4556

4576

3009

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/DKL

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual 
operation, 
DKL

Standard €83.64 €86.10 €91.02 €95.94 €100.86 €103.32 €103.32 €105.78 €115.62 €140.22 €125.46 €135.30 €110.70 €132.84 €154.98

Trend €97.17 €99.63 €104.55 €109.47 €114.39 €116.85 €116.85 €119.31 €129.15 €153.75 €138.99 €148.83 €124.23 €146.37 €168.51

Electric 
mains 
powered, 
DML

Standard €178.35 €180.81 €185.73 €190.65 €195.57 €198.03 €198.03 €200.49 €210.33 €234.93 €220.17 €230.01 €205.41 €227.55 €249.69

Trend €191.88 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €209.10 €211.56 €211.56 €214.02 €223.86 €248.46 €233.70 €243.54 €218.94 €241.08 €263.22

Electric 
solar 
powered, 
DSL

Standard €186.96 €189.42 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €206.64 €206.64 €209.10 €218.94 €243.54 €228.78 €238.62 €214.02 €236.16 €258.30

Trend €200.49 €202.95 €207.87 €212.79 €217.71 €220.17 €220.17 €222.63 €232.47 €257.07 €242.31 €252.15 €227.55 €249.69 €271.83

V
ELU

X
 A

CTIV
E Com

patible

Price shown is incl. VAT
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Always combined 
with white pleated 
blind (1016)

Duo blackout roller blinds

A blackout roller blind and 
translucent pleated blind in one. 
It offers the best of both worlds 
– blackout at night and softly 
diffused light during the day.

• Choose any colour blackout roller  
blind combined with white pleated 
blind (1016)

• Available with white or brushed 
aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Available in manual operation Combine with an  
insect screen to keep 
insects from bugging 

your sleep. 
See page 45

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

1100 0705 1025

45774578

4559

4580 4581

Standard colours

Trend colours

4579

1085

4574

4575

4564

4556

4576

3009

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/DFD

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual 
operation, 
DFD

Standard €113.16 €115.62 €120.54 €125.46 €130.38 €132.84 €132.84 €135.30 €145.14 €169.74 €154.98 €164.82 €140.22 €162.36 €184.50

Trend €126.69 €129.15 €134.07 €138.99 €143.91 €146.37 €146.37 €148.83 €158.67 €183.27 €168.51 €178.35 €153.75 €175.89 €198.03

Price shown is incl. VAT
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The Colour by You Collection lets you choose 
from thousands of colours to create the 
perfect blind to match your interior. Get 
inspired with our colour customisation tool  
at veluxblindsdirect.co.uk 
 
The Colour by You collection is available  
for translucent roller blinds, blackout roller  
blinds and duo blackout roller blinds – all with 
a choice of all white or brushed aluminium 
side channels. 

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
veluxshop.ie/colourbyyou

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual 
operation

RFL €97.17 €99.63 €104.55 €109.47 €114.39 €116.85 €119.31 €129.15 €153.75 €138.99 €148.83 €124.23 €146.37 €168.51

DKL €97.17 €99.63 €104.55 €109.47 €114.39 €116.85 €119.31 €129.15 €153.75 €138.99 €148.83 €124.23 €146.37 €168.51

DFD €126.69 €129.15 €134.07 €138.99 €143.91 €146.37 €148.83 €158.67 €183.27 €168.51 €178.35 €153.75 €175.89 €198.03

Electric 
mains 
powered

RML €191.88 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €209.10 €211.56 €214.02 €223.86 €248.46 €233.70 €243.54 €218.94 €241.08 €263.22

DML €191.88 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €209.10 €211.56 €214.02 €223.86 €248.46 €233.70 €243.54 €218.94 €241.08 €263.22

Electric 
solar 
powered

RSL €200.49 €202.95 €207.87 €212.79 €217.71 €220.17 €222.63 €232.47 €257.07 €242.31 €252.15 €227.55 €249.69 €271.83

DSL €200.49 €202.95 €207.87 €212.79 €217.71 €220.17 €222.63 €232.47 €257.07 €242.31 €252.15 €227.55 €249.69 €271.83

Price shown is incl. VAT
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Children’s Collection

The greatest adventures start with a good night’s 
sleep. Blackout roller blinds and duo blackout roller 
blinds are available in inspirational and cheerful 
designs made for children’s rooms. 

Blackout roller blind
• Fabric offers complete blackout
• Available with white or brushed 

aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Available in manual operation

Duo blackout roller blind
• Two ways to control light in one 

solution – black out the room 
completely or soften incoming light

• Available with white or brushed 
aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Choose any Children’s Collection 
blackout roller blind combined with 
white pleated blind (1016)

• Available in manual operation

Combine with an  
insect screen to keep 
insects from bugging 

your sleep.
See page 45 

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/kids

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual 
operation

Blackout, DKL €113.16 €115.62 €120.54 €125.46 €130.38 €132.84 €135.30 €145.14 €169.74 €154.98 €164.82 €140.22 €162.36 €184.50

Duo blackout, 

DFD
€142.68 €145.14 €150.06 €154.98 €159.90 €162.36 €164.82 €174.66 €199.26 €184.50 €194.34 €169.74 €191.88 €214.02

Price shown is incl. VAT
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Universe 
4653

Racing cars 
4654

Roads 
4655

Pink stars 
4659

Blue sky 
4660

Green stars 
4661

Mobile 
4665

Hot air balloons 
4666

Kites 
4667

Please note: As with all fabrics, the precise colours may vary from the printed samples. 
Designs are shown for illustration purposes only. The blind may differ as each design is scaled 
to match the specific window size.
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Colour options
Standard colours

4288 4204 4249 4230

Installation
• Quick and easy installation with pre-fitted brackets.

Certifications
• OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 certified (1076-184 DTI)  

– contains no harmful substances.

Replacement blackout blinds
The VELUX replacement blackout blind is the perfect solution 
for roof windows manufactured before 2014. Ideal if you simply 
want to replace your old blind with a cost effective solution.

• Blackout effect 
• Stepless positioning 
• Only available for VELUX roof windows manufactured 

before 2014 
• Available in 4 colours and comes with a 2 year guarantee

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/DBL

Window size

C02 C04 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 U08

Manual operation, DBL €59.04 €63.96 €71.34 €73.80 €73.80 €81.18 €98.40 €88.56 €93.48 €108.24

Price shown is incl. VAT
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VELUX pleated  
blinds – a stylish  
layer of privacy  
that either  
softens or blocks  
daylight entirely
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Combine with an 
exterior shutter or 

awning for effective 
heat protection.  

See page 40

Translucent pleated blinds

1259 128212741016

1278 127912771276

1256 127512811280

1285 128612841283

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Decorative blinds that are an 
elegant way to provide privacy 
whilst diffusing soft natural light 
into your room. 

• Dual control bars allow your to adjust 
the blind from both the top and the 
bottom of the roof, letting in exactly 
the right amount of light*

• Available with white or brushed 
aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Available in manual, mains or solar 
powered operation

Standard colours

Trend colours

*Manual version only

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/FHL

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual 
operation, 
FHL

Standard €83.64 €86.10 €91.02 €95.94 €100.86 €103.32 €103.32 €105.78 €115.62 €140.22 €125.46 €135.30 €110.70 €132.84 €154.98

Trend €97.17 €99.63 €104.55 €109.47 €114.39 €116.85 €116.85 €119.31 €129.15 €153.75 €138.99 €148.83 €124.23 €146.37 €168.51

Electric 
mains 
powered, 
FML

Standard €178.35 €180.81 €185.73 €190.65 €195.57 €198.03 €198.03 €200.49 €210.33 €234.93 €220.17 €230.01 €205.41 €227.55 €249.69

Trend €191.88 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €209.10 €211.56 €211.56 €214.02 €223.86 €248.46 €233.70 €243.54 €218.94 €241.08 €263.22

Electric 
solar 
powered, 
FSL

Standard €186.96 €189.42 €194.34 €199.26 €204.18 €206.64 €206.64 €209.10 €218.94 €243.54 €228.78 €238.62 €214.02 €236.16 €258.30

Trend €200.49 €202.95 €207.87 €212.79 €217.71 €220.17 €220.17 €222.63 €232.47 €257.07 €242.31 €252.15 €227.55 €249.69 €271.83

V
ELU

X
 A

CTIV
E Com

patible

Price shown is incl. VAT
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Blackout energy pleated blinds 

Combine with an  
insect screen to keep 
insects from bugging 

your sleep. 
See page 45

1163 115610471045

1166 116711651164

1155 117011691168

1172 117311711049

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

The unique design of these blinds 
provides up to 25% insulation all 
year round. Perfect for bedrooms 
that need blackout at night and 
extra insulation.

• Dual control bars allow your to adjust 
the blind from both the top and the 
bottom of the roof, letting in exactly 
the right amount of light*

• Available with white or brushed 
aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Available in manual, mains or solar 
powered operation

Standard colours

Trend colours

*Manual version only

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/FHC

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual 
operation, 
FHC

Standard €108.24 €110.70 €120.54 €125.46 €130.38 €135.30 €135.30 €137.76 €150.06 €182.04 €164.82 €174.66 €142.68 €172.20 €201.72

Trend €121.77 €124.23 €134.07 €138.99 €143.91 €148.83 €148.83 €151.29 €163.59 €195.57 €178.35 €188.19 €156.21 €185.73 €215.25

Electric 
mains 
powered, 
FMC

Standard €202.95 €205.41 €215.25 €220.17 €225.09 €230.01 €230.01 €232.47 €244.77 €276.75 €259.53 €269.37 €237.39 €266.91 €296.43

Trend €216.48 €218.94 €228.78 €233.70 €238.62 €243.54 €243.54 €246.00 €258.30 €290.28 €273.06 €282.90 €250.92 €280.44 €309.96

Electric 
solar 
powered, 
FSC

Standard €211.56 €214.02 €223.86 €228.78 €233.70 €238.62 €238.62 €241.08 €253.38 €285.36 €268.14 €277.98 €246.00 €275.52 €305.04

Trend €225.09 €227.55 €237.39 €242.31 €247.23 €252.15 €252.15 €254.61 €266.91 €298.89 €281.67 €291.51 €259.53 €289.05 €318.57

Price shown is incl. VAT
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VELUX Venetian  
blinds – the smart  
choice for kitchens  
and bathrooms
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Venetian blinds

A classic solution for light  
dimming and privacy. Perfect  
for bathrooms and kitchens.

• Moisture resistant 
• Easy to clean
• Preserves your view while  

providing privacy
• Cordless operation
• Available with white or brushed 

aluminium side channels – simply  
add WL to the end of your product 
code to order white side channels

• Available in manual operation

Simply tilt the slats in 
any direction to adjust 
the angle and amount 
of incoming light.

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

  Child-safe design eliminates 
dangling cords to improve 
safety.

7057

7001

7065

7062

Standard colour

Trend colours

70647063

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/PAL

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual 
operation, 
PAL

Standard €108.24 €110.70 €120.54 €125.46 €130.38 €135.30 €135.30 €137.76 €150.06 €182.04 €164.82 €174.66 €142.68 €172.20 €201.72

Trend €121.77 €124.23 €134.07 €138.99 €143.91 €148.83 €148.83 €151.29 €163.59 €195.57 €178.35 €188.19 €156.21 €185.73 €215.25

Price shown is incl. VAT
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Discover the full  
range of VELUX  
anti-heat shutters  
and blinds for effective 
heat protection
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Our wide range of VELUX exterior anti-heat solutions 
effectively help you protect your home from overheating  
so you can enjoy a comfortable indoor climate on even  
the sunniest day. Find the blind or shutter that best suits  
the needs of your home.

Anti-heat blackout blind
Heat protection and blackout.  
See more on page 42.

Protection from  
the elements

Anti-heat shutter
Heat protection, blackout and  
insulation. See more on page 41.

Heat protection

Blackout

Insulation

Noise reduction

Prevents burglary

Anti-heat blind
Heat protection and transparency. 
See more on page 43.

Exterior products overview
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Anti-heat shutter

From full daylight to complete 
blackout, these external anti-heat 
shutters offer additional energy 
saving and noise reduction. 

• Best heat protection and sun screening
• Total blackout
• Effective winter insulation
• Rain noise reduction
• Effective protection of window  

and from break-ins
• Available in mains or solar powered 

versions with remote control

0000

Combine with an 
interior blind or insect 

screen for optimal light 
adjustment and  

comfort.  
See page 16

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/shutter

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Electric 
Mains powered, SML €437.88 €437.88 €467.40 €482.16 €499.38 €504.30 €504.30 €523.98 €553.50 €602.70 €597.78 €607.62 €538.74 €627.30 €703.56

Electric 
Solar powered, SSL

€570.72 €570.72 €607.62 €627.30 €646.98 €654.36 €654.36 €678.96 €718.32 €784.74 €777.36 €789.66 €698.64 €816.72 €912.66
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Anti-heat blackout blinds

Delivers effective heat protection 
by keeping your home cool on 
sunny days. The lightweight 
fabric provides blackout for  
a better night’s sleep. 

• Effective heat reduction
• Blackout effect
• Tough and durable fabric
• Available in a solar powered  

version with remote control 

0000

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Combine with an 
interior blind or insect 

screen for optimal light 
adjustment and  

comfort.  
See page 16

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/SSS

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Electric 
Solar powered, SSS

€415.74 €415.74 €445.26 €460.02 €472.32 €477.24 – €496.92 €526.44 €573.18 €568.26 €578.10 €511.68 €595.32 €666.66
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Anti-heat blinds

Provides heat reduction whist 
ensuring you still have a view  
to the outside. 

• Transparent fabric – lets in light while 
maintaining view to the outside

• Available in manual, mains or solar 
powered operation

5060

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Combine with an 
interior blind or insect 

screen for optimal light 
adjustment and  

comfort.  
See page 16

*For old VELUX roof window generations (VES), a ZOZ 238 installation kit is needed. For copper  
VELUX roof windows, a ZOZ 240 installation kit is needed. For VELUX INTEGRA® GPU roof windows,  
a ZOZ 229S kit is needed.

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/anti-heatblind

Window size

CK01 CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06 5 MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08
C01 C02 C04 C06 M04 F06 M06 M08 U04 P08 S06 P04 P10 U08

Manual  
operation, MHL €61.50 €61.50 €61.50 €61.50 €73.80 €73.80 €76.26 €73.80 €73.80 €100.86 €81.18 €95.94 €81.18 €81.18 €100.86

Electric 
Mains powered, MML €285.36 €285.36 €305.04 €314.88 €324.72 €327.18 €327.18 €339.48 €359.16 €391.14 €388.68 €396.06 €349.32 €408.36 €457.56

Electric 
Solar powered, MSL

€354.24 €354.24 €378.84 €391.14 €403.44 €408.36 €408.36 €423.12 €447.72 €487.08 €484.62 €492.00 €435.42 €509.22 €568.26
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Let the light in  
while keeping  
the bugs out  
with VELUX  
insect screens
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Insect 
screen
Enjoy fresh air without the 
unwanted visitors. The screen 
is simple to operate and can be 
combined with any other VELUX 
interior blind. It stows neatly 
away in the slim aluminium top 
casing when not in use. 

• 100% insect-proof material
• Transparent net fabric does not 

obstruct your view
• Durable, wind resistant fabric  

for long-lasting performance

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX roof windows.

0000

Combine with an 
interior blind for light 

adjustment and exterior  
awning or shutter for 

heat protection.  
See pages 16-17

Measure the inner wall width (A) and height (B)  
to find the size code and price of your insect screen.

If you have two heights (B) or heights above  
2400 mm – two insect screens and one connector 
set ZOZ 157 SWL are needed.

B
B

B

A

0-438 mm 439-530 mm 531-640 mm 641-760 mm 761-922 mm 923-1120 mm 1121-1285 mm

0-1600 mm
ZIL BK04 ZIL CK02 ZIL FK08 ZIL MK06 ZIL PK25 ZIL SK06 ZIL UK04

€126.69 €125.46 €162.36 €147.60 €170.97 €191.88 €189.42

1601-2000 mm Special 
order

ZIL CK06 ZIL FK08 ZIL MK06 ZIL PK06 ZIL SK06 ZIL UK10

€142.68 €162.36 €147.60 €172.20 €191.88 €243.54

2001-2400 mm Special 
order

Special 
order

ZIL FK08 ZIl MK10 ZIL PK10 ZIL SK10 ZIL UK10

€162.36 €184.50 €190.65 €228.78 €243.54
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VELUX flat roof 
window blinds  
– for light control, 
heat protection 
and style
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Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Anti-heat blinds

The VELUX anti-heat blind for  
flat roof windows provides light  
control and heat protection so 
your indoor temperature stays 
cool and comfortable. 

• Reduces solar heating
• Semi-transparent fabric lets in light 
• Slim, white-lacquered aluminium 

profiles
• Available in a solar powered version 

with remote control
• Compatible with VELUX flat roof 

windows CFP and CVP
• Suitable for clear polycarbonate domes 

and curved glass rooflights only.  
Not suitable for flat glass rooflights.

  

Quick and easy installation  
on VELUX flat roof windows.

6090

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/MSG

Window size

60 x 60 60 x 90 80 x 80 90 x 90 100 x 100 90 x 120 120 x 120 100 x 150

Electric Solar powered, MSG €344.40 €348.09 €354.24 €361.62 €367.77 €373.92 €381.30 €387.45
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Translucent pleated blinds

The VELUX translucent pleated 
blind for flat roof windows  
delivers soft daylight control  
in a decorative folding design.

• Decorative, soft light adjustment
• Available in a solar powered version 

with remote control

1016 1259

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/FMG

Window size

60 x 60 60 x 90 80 x 80 90 x 90 100 x 100 90 x 120 120 x 120 100 x 150

Electric Mains powered, FMG €309.96 €313.65 €319.80 €327.18 €333.33 €339.48 €346.86 €353.01
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Blackout energy pleated blinds

The VELUX blackout energy 
pleated blind for flat roof  
windows darkens the room  
and protects against cold.

• Light dimming and insulating effect  
for greater indoor comfort

• Available in mains or solar powered 
versions with remote control

1045 1047

  OEKO-TEX® Standard 100  
certified (1076-184 DTI)  
– contains no harmful 
substances.

Read more about VELUX ACTIVE on page 12

Most sold sizes

Find all sizes and prices on  
velux.ie/FMK

Window size

60 x 60 60 x 90 80 x 80 90 x 90 100 x 100 90 x 120 120 x 120 100 x 150 150 x 150

Electric Mains powered, FMK €337.02 €340.71 €346.86 €354.24 €360.39 €366.54 €373.92 €380.07 €444.03

Electric Solar powered, FSK €344.40 €348.09 €354.24 €361.62 €367.77 €373.92 €381.30 €387.45 €451.41
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From 2012

1998-2011

1992–1998

Before 1992

Type

1
Locate your roof 
window type and size

Find your window type 
and size by checking 
the data plate placed 
either on the left 
or right side of the 
window frame when  
it is open.  

See picture below for 
placement of type sign.

2
Select blind type

Decide on the type  
of blind; Blackout,  
light adjustment,  
heat protection etc.

Go to overview  
page 16.

3
Select blind  
operation

Select manual, mains 
or solar powered 
operation, depending 
on the placement and 
type of roof window.

4
Select colour 

Each of our blind 
colours has its own 
colour code, which 
you can see on the 
respective blind pages. 

You can order free 
fabric samples at  
veluxshop.ie 

Please note: Precise colour 
may vary from the printed 
samples.

5
Place your order

Order on veluxshop.ie,  
or by speaking to one  
of our dealers or  
a customer service 
representative.

Order your new  
VELUX blind in  
five easy steps

SizeType

SizeType

SizeType

SizeType
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Extras for your blinds and shutters

Customer 
service

Could you use some advice when selecting your blind, 
or do you have a question about a particular product? 
Whatever your query, we’re here to help and strive  
to respond promptly to all requests.

 velux.ie

  01 816 1620

 sales@velux.ie

Rod control

ZCZ 080 €15.99
80 cm

ZCT 200 telescopic €36.90 
108-188 cm

The rod makes it easy to operate  
out-of-reach manual blinds.

Installation kit

ZOZ 238 €54.12

For installation of anti-heat blackout  
blind and electric anti-heat blinds  
(SSS, MSL or MML) on VELUX roof 
windows from before 1998. 

Mounting brackets

ZOZ 230 €8.61

For installation of blinds with white  
side channels and electric or solar 
powered interior blinds on older  
VELUX roof windows without  
pre-installed mounting brackets.

Rod adaptor control bar

ZOZ 085 €8.61

Adaptor for manual blinds with  
control bars supports easy operation  
with the rod. 

Installation kit

ZOZ 229S €29.29

For installation of anti-heat blackout  
blind and electric anti-heat blinds  
(SSS, MSL or MML) on VELUX INTEGRA® 
GPU roof windows. 
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DEALER STAMP

VELUX Company Ltd
Unit 1, Willsborough Cluster
Willsborough Industrial Estate
Clonshaugh
Dublin 17
Co Dublin

Tel: 01 816 1620
Email: sales@velux.ie
velux.ie


